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Over the next five yl

4

rs, computer games will find their way
into a vast, number or American homes, creating a unique
educational opportunityi*, the development of computer coaches'
for the serious intell3ctual skills required by some of these
games. From the plaAr's perkpective, the coach will provide
advice regarding strategy and tactics for betterplay. But,
from the perspective Uf the coach, the request for help is an
opportunity totutor:basic mathematical, scientific or other
kinds dr knowledge that the game exercises.

Establishing an °Ohletic° paradigm for skills' sually
considered the antithesis of ordinary sports is an exciting
prospect. There-are, however, critical research issues which
must be addreised While the hardware needed for games and
coaches will continue to drop in cost, the software technolog
(and related educi4ional and psychological theory) for designini
competent coachWdoes not yet exist. This is a proposal to
develop the theori and design.for such coaches, to implement
prototyPes, and to experiment with their ability to convey
important intellei tual skills.

i

This paper ip a praiiiminary proposal submitted to the Science Education
Directorate of,the Watinnal Sciente foundation.
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Preface

Today TV(games for simulated ping pong, soccer and handball are among the

most witing innovations for the haTiflytainment owlet. More exciting games
'

in which the player pilots a spice ship or drives a race car existfOr the

commercial market -- recreition rooms in airports, and other public places
.-

These eri only the first stones in the approaching avalanche ofvTli games.
-

Already there are devices that take cassettes on which new programmed games are

provided. Among the vast array of computer video games yet to betmarketed, soot

will exercise serious mathematical and/scientific knowledge.

In PING POND, SOCCER. and HANDBALL, the'player controls a paddle so as to hit

4

0 moving "ball" into an opponent's goal or other such target. These first

gene Lion games provide !I.-limited intellectual envitoneent. Second 'generation

games in which the player controls a splice craft, boat or4a.race car are still

too expensive, for the home. These games involve controlling a vehicle given the

complication of skidding for cars, drifting for boats and ,falling for space

ships. They. make greater intellectual demands on the.player. Successful

navigation requirps knowledge of geometry, dyIamics and kinematics. Third

generation games will have available powerful computational resources: the

possibilities are myriad. For "mole; consider ).STEVEDORE, a hypothetic. game

that illustrates the Tango of possibilitAlds. In this game, the playr it asked

to load a cargo, given various sets of simple *chines. Thcsachines have costs

associated with them: the task 'is to find the cheapest combination of simplm

machines adequate to move the weight to the disitid.location. Successful play
. .

involves in a natural and active way knowledge of elelintary physics. Finally, a

set,of third generation computer games already exists, having beep deVeloped in

tbeicontext of efforts like PLATO (such as HOW THE WEST WAS WON). These chn be

translated to the home market. .

1

a
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Such games have a powerful educational appeal. They will be:
-Ns:

Ooldstej1n

1. widespread: the calculator phenomenon 14 drastically reduced prices is about

. to be repeated for, computerbased TV games. Research in education can try to
4

(akeladvantage-of this phenomenon, or 'ignore it; but it will happen in any

case.

Z. active: knowledge learned, is used for a purpose, What angle, of the paddle

will establish the desired trajectory of the ball; what force is necessary to

inter a steble orbit; what combination of simple itchines can lift the

desired weight? The'passive environment of the traditional classroom or
4

educational television is avoided.

3. motivating: computer games will be played because they are enjoyable, not

bactuse of soils external deeand-made on the student. The desire for

instruction to improve his play arises naturally on the part of the player.

However, games have a limitation/ the player, on his own, can fail to

acquire the skills of an expert. This suggests that coaches be developed for

"computer. games. From the player's perspective, the coach will provide advice on

strategy and tactics for better play. But, from the perspective of the coach,

the request-for help iia:7opportunity to tutbr basic mathematical, scientific or

other kinds of knowledge that the gamelmercises.

Human coaches are possible, except that the games will,be so widespread that

it will be difficult0 supply the required numbdr of skpled,teache?-s.

Furthermore, the games are often dynamic, making it difficult for a human coach

to folloW the play inkfleal time, Hence, our proposal is to develop and test

computer coaches.

There is, another virtumOto the design of a computer coach/2 the rigor

required to write a program provides alcontrClled environment to study basic
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questions of of learning and teaching. Insight into these questions will have-
4
theoretical value for education extending beyond the direct application of

computers.

Thus, we propose to develop the theo69 ind.disign for such coaches,

imPlement prototypes ang to experiment with their ability to convey imPortant

intellectual skills. Specifically, we will address these question;:

I. How can we'design expertise in the coach so that it can respond reasonably to

the player's particular choice of move? If- the coach forced the player- to view

the gamajn only one way,, it would be a straight - Jacket. To avoid this, the

coach must be able to analyze a wide variety of moves and discuss their

relative merits.. ,Orogress in artificial intelligence (AI) makes this a

possible goal for the closed world of a game. We propose to apply AI to the

theory and design of an' 'Expert' component in the coach.

2. How can wemodel the player sufficiently well so that the coach's remarks are

appropriate, neither too.advanced for a beginner nor too elementary for an

expert? Here we propose to apply the formal modelling tools of information

prgctssing,psychology to the theory and design of a 'Psychologist' - component

in the Coach. 4

3. How can we control the'nature el the coach's advice so that it is given in a
lk

friendly and personal anpe? The solution lies in having: an array of

possible interaction odes'ranging f.ebo graphics to naturak language; a

theory of how to abbreviate complelexplanations; and a model of the player's

learning prefirenrs., Both AI and information processing psychology ,will be

used to design * tTutor"Component.of the coach with these capabilities.

The design of a successful compu* coach is a difficult-enterprise. But we

are abort to'experience the explosive diffusion of computer game to hnology. If
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we are successful in taking educational advantage of this, the rewards.wii,1 be

enormous.

Chapter ji outlines our dekign for a Computer Coach in. terms of mod ules that

have responsibility for domain expertise, for modelling, for tutoring and foi'

generating English pros:. Each module is based upon a rule-based formulation of

the appropriate knowledge. Chapter 2 provides deta ls.
r

Chapter 3 reviews rel.vant research in Al, info tion processing psychology.r,

and computer aided instruction. The computer ditch owes its greatest

intellectual debt to the work of J. S. grown and his colleagues who have

pioneered thedesign of computer-based tutors for various domains.

Chapter 4 describes experiments to evaluate the computer coach Paradigm as a

vehicle for tutoring transferable intellectual skills. Phase I involves the

implementation and testing of a coach for an elementary probability game. Phase

II analyzes the paradigm for other games. Phase III is addressed to the

articulation of a general procedural theory of coaching. Since phases II and III

are dependent on the success of phase I, support is requested only for phase I as

a two year research project. At the end of this period, the progress made on

phase I will determine. the appropriateness of a new proposal requesting support

for phases II and III.

11,

.
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A 1. Design for a Computer Coach

Ira Goldstein

1 ('
1.1 Block Diagram

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the design folr a computerloach.1 We have used

A*"

anthropomorphic.designations for the Expert, Tutor and Psychologist,modyles of

the Coach to emphasize their purpose in the overall' system. Of course, these

components will be far more limited than their human counterparts, although we

believe it is possible to get significant performance. To stress,that we are

referring to computer programs and not people, we capitalize references to these

modules, in the text.
4

The function of the Coach, is to tutor the player in particularskillt, in the-----

,ntext of situations where those skills are applicable. It does this through

the interactions of the s2 Thialist programs appearing in the block diagram. e

Expert informs the Tutor the player's move is nonoptimel and which skills are

needed to discover better alternatives. These skills are potential topics for

the =Tutor to discuss. The Psychologist examines the student's behavior and makes

hypotheses about which skills are already possessed .by him (recorded as the

Knowledge model) and which tutorial modes are effective in conveying new skills

to him (recorded as the Learning model). The Tutor tiles these models to

personalizerits interactions with the player. The' Knowledge model guides the

selection of topic from those suggested by the Expert while the Learning model

influences the choice of explanatory strategy., Finally, a Speaker converts the

formal explanation of the Tutor to an appropriate form for the player.- Usuafiy

this would be English, though graphical explanations are alsopossible using the

TV as a -display.

I This design has grown out of a close collaboration with B. Carr, M. Miller and
J. Stansfield of MIT and J. Brown and A. Collins of Bolt, Beranek and Neuman.
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THE COMPUTER ACH
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1:2 Theoretical Goals: Towards'a Theory of Coaching

The theoretical goal of this rbseach is to study fundamental questions in the-

theory of learning, modelling and teaching by constructing procedural 'le

systems for (1) the -skills needed 'by the Expert to play the game,-(2) the

modelling criteria used by, the Psychologist, (3) the algernative. tutoring

strategies used by the Tutor, and (4) the language generation capabilities of the

Speaker. We expand on each below: es.

1. The Expert will use rules of skill which embody the knowledge rAquired to

play the game and thereby analyie the player's behavior. The virtu:? of a rule-,

based representation of expertise is that its modularity al s tutoring to be

P

focussed concisely on,theMiscussion of specific skills, an permits modelling to

tab's the form of hypotheses regarding which rules are known' 'y the player.

A possible confusion should be clarified here. When we refer to the rules of

the Expert, we are not referring to the 'rules of the game", i.e. the facts

describing a legal move and what constitutes a winning state.' Rather our concern

is with the tactical and strategic knowledge,needed to decide which move among

e
the legal possibilities to make. We -term these °rules because our

representation methodology is to structure the skills in terms of rule sets.

Z. The Psychologist will use rules of .evidence to make reasonable hypotheses

about which skills of the, Expert the player possesses. Typical rules would be

A. Increase the estimate that a player"possesses a skill if the player

explicitly claims acquaintance with the skill; and decrease the

reliability if the player expresses unfamiliarity.

S. Increase the estimate that a player possesses a skill if the skill is

manifest in the` player's beha;iior; decrease the estimate if the skill is

not manifest in a situation where the Expert believes'it to be appropriate.
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Hence; implicit as `ell as overt evidence plays a role.

C. Decrease to that a player possesses a skill if there is a long

ini-ral since the lasticonfirmation was obtained (therebY-podelling'the

tendency for a skill to decay with little use).
. -

N . .,
.V..._

1

3. The Tutor will use ru4s of explanation to.select-the appropriate topic to
.

* _ -

discuss with the player and to choose the ford Of the explanation. These rages

include: t.

A. Rules of 'simplification that take a complex statement and reduce it to a

simpler assertion. Simplificiftion rules are essential if the player is not

to be overwhelmed by the Tutor's explanations.

B. Rules of rhetoric that codify alternative ei:planetion strategies. Two

extremes are explanation in terms of a general ruia-versus'explanation in,--

terms of"a concrete instance.
_.

4. The Speaker will use rules of language to convert the formal message
1.- .

t

selected by the Tutor to linguistic form. !isinvolves.an AI language generator
7

ea
which we discuss later in the paper. Various mechanisms of language for

achieving brevity such as anaphora and ellipsis would be applied.

These research areas are difficult, touchina upon deep issues in psychology,-
P

education, linguistics and artifical intelligence. But, we 'believe there is. an

opportunity for progrels for three reasons:

I. Modelling and tutoring are bellni examined in the constrained context of a

game.
P

A game has a formal structurea restricted number of, options, and

-involves a limitedi number of skills. Furthermore, these constraints pake it

possible to build a
_

competent Expert for the domain.

1
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Z. The research is an integrated enterprise with the potential for a synergistic

effect, For example, the,Pszthologist uses the same implification rules to

lienerath a simplified version of the Expert for the;inittal model of the
1

Player, as the Tutor' uses to summarize an explanation. -4milarlY, the overall

methodology of representing knowledge as procedural rule'sets is being applied -

to,all of the, components of the Coach.

3. The rule -based computational paradigm which we intend to exploit is a powerful_

one and is particularly appropriate to the dynamic demands of wtheory of

4
interaction between coach and player,.

1

1.3 Experimental Goats: A Coach for an Elementary Probability Game

In view of the any'dikficult issues raised bz,pbr theoretical geals, the

-eXperimental,focus of this proposal will be restrit ed tb developing a Coach for

i single example of ap intellectual game -- WUmpus. (Although the tutoring and

modelling components of the-Coach will be designed in a modular, domain-

independent,fashion which will be transferable'to a wide range of tasks.) A set

:of experiments described in chapter 4 will test:

4

1. the relative merits of alternative designs for the modulei of the Coach, and

Z. the overall success of the Coach in facilitating the acquilition of

transferable intellectualintellectual skills.

The Wumpus game,was created by Gregory Yob [1973], as-an improvement to other

games he had seen being played by computer hobbyists. (Thui, it is fUrther

evidence for the-manifold possibilities that exist for the computer game

enrkflinment.) It exercises qlsic knowledge'of logic, probability, decision

analysis and geometry. 'It is not yet available for the Mai; but, judging by

the enjoyment our MIT implementation of the 'game (with no coaching) has provided

to players ranging in age from elementary school children to adults, we think it

1
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, .

. iiiivitable that activates of thiS kind will appear smong.the third generation of
1.

\ .4 .

compUter'games. (Its demands on computer resources are slight.). .

The gime is a modern.day_version of Theseus and the Minotaur. The player is

initially placed sodewhare
6

in a randomly connected warren' of caves and told the

(4_4 ..
)fleighb9Of of his current locttibn. His goal is to locate

.

horrid Wumpus battt

.
4 e .-

. in the warren and slay it with an arrow., Each move to. eighboring cave yields
.

^-44%

,c,

Skill d pity exercises basic skills in:

informet garding that' cave's neighbbrs. The difficulty in choosing A move
.

' Hiatt from the a isteno. of dangers in the warren -- bats; pits And tHt, .pus,

itself. ' If the player moves into the Wumpus' air, 4i is ,esten. If.111 walks
bo.

into a-pit; he falls to his death. Bass pick the player up and randomry_drop him

e lsewbte in the warren.' But ties player can illative risk and locate the Wumpus

by making the proper lodistiS and probabilistic inferences from warnings. -he is

given. These---arnings are proyided whenever the ,player is in Ihtvicinity,of a

danger. The Wumpdt can be smelled within one or two caves..4-The squeakof bats,
f

can be heard one cave away and the breeze of a pit felt one cave away. The game

is won by therplayer shooting oneof hit arrows into the Wumpus' 1pir from an

adjoining, cave. If he exhausts hiset of five arrows without hitting the

creatur he, has lost She game. Figure 2 illustrates a typicial intermediate

state amp ayer might reach. a

aking.deductions in those situations where coAlete knowledget

ble, i.g. realising that all neighbori of a cave are safe if no warning

is received,, 4
4

bability -- selecting the best choice given uncertain knowledge, a.g.

in that the likelihood that a cave contains'a danger increases if there

are warnings from more than 'ontneighh .

0.

4
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KOCLED CAVES 'HAVE

VISITED BY PLAYER':.

SM,= WUMPUS WARNING

SC) = BAT WARNING

BR = PIT WARNING

FIGURE 2

AN INTERMEDIATE STATE IN A '141PiCAL WUMPUS GAME'

41,
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C. decision making -- selecting the move with highest utility by balancing

information gain against increased danger, and

D. geometry -- in some variations of the game, deducing constriinti)from the

geomet,50011 the maze is possible. The game can be played in warrens ranging
II

from general 3-dimensfonal lattices to 2-dimensional rectangular grids'.

,In a ion to beihg a motivating and intellectually challenging game, %nap%

also has the virtue thift'we,have already had some experience with this game. Our

/*

. experience derives,fram a course, given by the D ivision for Study and Research in

Education at NIT by the author and J. Stansfield. The Class project was to

design and implement as&ple aivisor'or the %opus game (Stansfield; Carr St

Goldstein 1976]. This advisor called WUSOR has been subsequently developed .by

B. Carr. He has implemented a powerful rule-based expert for, the game with

limited modelling and tutoring capabilities. The design proposed here is based

on that experience; however, it reptesints a significant extension along the

dimensions of improved modelling, tutoring and,speaking abilities. The nature of

these extensions are the subjectsef,chapter 4. Furthermore, no version of the

Mumma coach has,. as yet, been 4ubject'io rigorous evaluation. Chapter 4

outlines a thorough eXperimental progral to meet this goal.

1.4 A Hypothetical Scenario with a Computer Coach

To illustrate the potential use of a coach as welris the intellectuial.skilla

involved in playing the Wumpus game, we provide-a hypothetical scenario of a

player `interacting with the proposed Coach (henceforth called COACH-1). The

player responses are preceded by a e>1.

1 .5

I

ve.
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You ire now at* cave 16 witi'neighbors.4. 14 and 0. irrrl There

is a draft: toy ore near a pit. What a stench. The Wimps is

near! What now?

1

1-14 AO"
.

You are now atfcave 4 Frith neighbors 16. 14 and 2. Brrrl
.t

Squeak! A bet is near. ,What

Figure 3 is a typical' picture drawn by .a player to record the information learited
.

above the warren.

14

draft
SStench

draft
squeak

0

Figure 3.-- Knowledge (4 thi warren after visiting 2 caves

fr
The goal of the Coach inpto tactfully tutor a beginner 4111 the relevant

probabilistic and strategic knowledge needed to play the game. For

example, on the basis of the above knovfledge of the warren, cave 14 should be

treated as more dangerous 0 or 2 since there is multiple evidence. (from the

drafts in 15 and 4) that ontains a pit. If the player moved to cave 14, a
4

coaching situation sight occur as follows:

> 14
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G0000dbyeeee/ Yoe bere/fellen in a pit, Whet new coaching
,

or.e now game?

) Coaching

Cope 0.mei safer,

) Why?

ti

1

Tow hod single evidence that tt contained a pit. bet doable

ertdeece fer cave 14..
f

) /s cove 0 a better move thin cave 2.

Yes. Cave 2 conlaIns i bat.

.4 > His sloe .

Although it is net apparent fromsthese simple remarks, every module of the

Coach contributed to the dialog. Me summarize these interactions here under the

headings -- tutoring,. modelling, explanation, discourse, and natural la4uage

comprehension; then develop the theory and design for each component of the

Coach in the next chapter.
)

1. Tutoring:,The Coach qed the option of interrupting immediately upon the

player's move to cave 14. Instead, it allowed the player to learn directly of his

fatal move. The decision whether to intervene immediately, or only upon request,

is made by the Tutor on the-basis of the Learning model. The Learning model

recordi the Psychologist'si_hypotheses regarding whether the sayer prefers

immediate intervention or not. In this case, previous experience with the player

resulted in the belief that intervention only upon request was desired. The

Tutor also considers whether termination of the game should be avoided because

other learning opportunities exist in this. particular state of' the game. This

4
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would be determined on the basis of the.Expert's analysis of the skills needed, to'

play the game in its current state as compared with,the,Kmowledge odel'At

hypotheses regarding those skills in need of practice,

2. Modelling: 1Phe move to cave 14 causes the Psychologist Ao decrease the

Knowledge model weight indicating familiarity with the Double Evidence rul .

(This is the Expert's rule that assigns an increased probability of danger to a

curve for which there is double evidence. A sampling of the Expert's inference

'rules are given in the next chapter; the Knowledge model contains a numerical
(--

estimate, of the Player's knowledge of each rule.)

Modelling raises many issues. One subtlety is that the move to 14 may be

.

evidence of a more elementary limitation -- a failure to understand the logical
p

implications of. the squealclearning, i.e. that a bat is in a neighboring cave.

Thecurrent tate of the Knowledgeiwdel is used bythe Psychologist to determine.

which skill"is missing when a nonoptimal move is made. The Knowledge model

indicates the level of play )

which-can be expected from this player -- the player

might bi.a pure beginner with incomplete knowledge of the basic rule of the

game, a novice with understanding of the logical skills, an a eur with

knowledge of the logicaj. and tha more elementary probability skil , etc. The

Psychologist would attribute the, unfamiliarity to an skill at the student's

current level of play -1 in this ca;e,.we are pr

/4

umably dealing with a novice

player who has Mastered the logical skills and'is learning the basic probability

heuristics.
frk

.......

AnOther subtletylir ses from potential interactions between the player's

14\11

... m

f,

choice o representati scheme and his application of the logical and
/

probability skills to the information contained in that representation. He might
,

,

know the double evidence rule, but have r 'Aid the information incompletely,-

. and hence have not recognized its applicability. The Psychologist can choose to

control or this by providing a.greihic representation for the Player.

S.0
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3. Explanation: The response to the player's initial request for coaching --
4+

' Cave 0 was,safer.° is abridged. The reason for this is that the complete

e xplanation may be overwhelming to the player. For example, the Expert will be

Capable of the following Aomplete analysis (expressed here in English, although

the Expert's analyses will be formal derivations, resembling mathematical proofs

rather than text):

Cove 14 les not the best move. Logically, the Warms carat-be

in 0, 2 Or 14 slice there is no smell in 4. But caves 0 and 2

sere better then 14 because there nes single evidence thet caves

0 end 2 contained a pit, but doable evidence for cave 14.

Finally, cave 2 is more &morons than core 0, since 2 contains

bat, end the bet could drop twin fetal Uwe. T'to squeak

in 16 rules oat the possibility, of bet in 14, hence, the

svieek in'd can only ae explained by a bet to 2.) fleas, the bcit

mere is to cove 0,

Giving a couplet; explanation does not encourage reflection on the player's

part. Hence, the Tutor ,prunes the complete enalyils on the basis of

simplification rules and provides o ly'a headline: Additional information is

. .
'given only if requested by the pla4ar.

4.. Discourse: further brevity is obtained by the Speaker module's use of

e llipsis,and anaphora in generating English replies for the player. For example,

the Copch begins with the elliptical utterance 'Cave 0 is safer', rather than the

complete clause 'Cave 0. is safer than cave 14.' The ellipsis is justified by the

context, in wHith-the player has just mold into the fatal cave 14. In the next

statement by the Coach,'"(ou had single evidence that it contained a pit, ...', a

pronoun is used to refer to cave 0.

The underlying formal explanation of the Tutokwould have hid this
0
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repetition, as it Will beicOmposed of logically complete statements.reoarding the

rules in.analyzing the risk of Various moves. In the absence of any discourse
3

rules, the Speaker would have, mirrored this repetition in the generated English.

The seeder main fleet, we are making too strong it virtue of brevity. However,

the ability to make concise, appropriate remarks is a critical Capability of the

Coach. Otherwiie the enjoyment of the game and the efficacy of the tutor will

suffer. .Wles for simplification, both for the underlying conceptual leVel and

the surface syntactic level; are an important part of a geffegal theory oll

coaching.

Of course, the Coach can err on the side of too much

result from saying too little as well as too much. This

by' giving the player the ability to ask questions, which

britvity. Confusion can

is partially alleviated

we discuss next. It ks

also Addressed by incorporating into'the Learning model thd Psychologist's

hypothesis regarding whether the explanations are proving satisfactory tithe

player, as/estimated by the player's responsis and subsequent behavior. On the

basis of these hypotheses, the use of particular'simplification rules can be.

adjusted.

5. . Natural Language Comprehension: While most of-the player'is responses were

simple one Word remarks, his last response was thy question:. cave 0 seer

than'Cive 2?. The Listener, using standard AI techniques, parses this sentencm,

into formal
/11

representation that indicates that the student is asking a Auestion

about two akternative eves. This raises the question of what class of

utterances the Coach can be expected to comprehend.

--' Our plan is for the system, to understand those formal queries that already

occur won the communication lonnels between the Psychologiot, Tutor and ;expert,

i.e. one can conceptualize the Tutor, Psychologist and Expert as constantly

asking questions one of another.' The student's question is answerable if it

(
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.

falls among this class.

From this perspectiie,, the job of the Listener is to convert, the remark to

its formal form, or decide that it is not comprehensible Winograd's 3HREOLU

program [1972] and Woods' LUNAR system [1972] can perform such conversion for a

reasonable range of English constructions, providing there,is'a well-defined
.

discourse world. The set of Formal queries permissible between modules

*

of the

Coach is such a world. ,Thus*, the design_of the Coach as a co.unity of

communicating specialists is jult14(ied both by the virtues of modularity and by

the support it provides for a language capability.

In the scingrio, the question Ircave 0 better than cave 27 requires an

a-raysislpf.the relative merits of alternative moves -- a capacity basic to the

Avert- Thus, the ,Coach can respond appropriately.

*2 (The ability to be articulate about iti own thinking is critical

for another raison: if a human teacher is to accept the Coach

as an aid, he or she must be convinced of its competence.

Requiring that the teacher examine the code, is absurd. Initead,

we envision the teacher pretending to be a student, and then

demanding explanations from the .Coach for its 'behavior. Hence,

the design philosophy of communicating specialists is essential

if,the Coach is to be able top explain itself.),

Finally, a remark about the complexity of the Wuppus game is appropriate. If

the player had not moved to cave 14, the game might have continued until an

intermediate Oats such as that shown earlier in figure 2 was reached. At this

point, the game is quite challenging; for unpin, the reader may be surprised

to learn that a careful application of the logical rules of the game allos4 one

to deduce that the Wumpus is in oavi 12. However, the game does not become

significantly more complex for the Coach. The Expert remains able to analyze the
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unvisited caves with the

bookkeeping abilities of the computer greventing confusion. The tutoring and

modelling continues to be.focUssea'on the difference between the player's.move
_

and any bettor moves the Expert discerns.

The next chapter discusses the,proposed design for each Module of the coach.

f

I

.0"

it
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Modules of a Computer Coach
o1

e

/
.

2.1 The Expert / ,
i .

i

f
The block dlagFam of. figure 1 shows i'prominent module for the'domatn expert.

The incorporation of such an Expert represents a basic -4sight of work in recent

CAI: inteiligent tutoring requires knowledge of the subject !utter. The power

of such knowledge is seen in tutors for geography (Scholar [Carbonell-1970])p

electronici (Sophie [Bilwn & Burton 1975]), set/4eory (Excheck [Smith et al,'

1074]), and arithm;tit (West1Burton & Brpwn 1976]). At MIT, we have developed

new models of expertise for planning and debugging [Go4!steinIA Oriuson,

press; Miller & Goldstein 1976a].

An Expert for Wumpus implemented by Carr will provide the needed4

understandinip of the .player's options that must be available to the Coach. The

Eepert's knowledge consists of a set of 20 rules describing various logic&

probabilistic, geometrit and strategic facts about the game, a few of which are:

Logical Mules for lets & Pits

Lir (positive evidence role) A morning to i tevh.tmpltes that a danger exists in

a netghbu

L21 (negative evtdeice rule) The absence of-a warning implies that no daxger

exists in any neighbors.

LSI (elimination role) If a cave his a morning and all but one of its neighbors

ere known to be safe, theW the danger is in the remaining neighbor. .

Probabilistic Mules for Bits d Ptts

Pip (equal likelihood rule) In the absence of other knowledge, all of the

neighbors of a cave with a warning are 'milli likely to contain a banger:

P2. (double evidence rule) Multiple werningi increase the iikelihoot.that a given
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The rules are gived e'*plicitly frbats'end pits, but the same
.4

are true 9*. the Wumpus, except that warnings propagate two caves.

implications

Note that

these "rules" are not the rules of.the game, but rather inference rules from

which the best move can, be deduced. The inference rules include the rules of the
4o

game plus ipsneral strategic knowledge about probabilities and constraints. They

are essentially rules of scientific induction.

The experimental goal of this proposal is to develop, sophisticated modelling

and tutoring capabilities. However, this goal does not diminish the 'imartance

of the Expert,. Indeed, the first design principle for

nature of the 'other components of the Coach depends"

such Coaches 1,s that the

in criticalways on the

Expert -- the Psychologist, models the player in terms of subsets and

simplifications of the Expert's knowledge while the' Tutor seteCTI an appropriate

.

Assue partly by referencing a Syllabus representing an ordering on the Expert's

knowledge.

2.2 The Syllabus .

(

A syllabus is needed for As climb to determine whit intellectual issues to

discuss with the player. In figure 1, the syllabus appears4on top of the Expert.

This is to emphasize -that, a rule based theory of expertise allow the development

of a syllabus in terms of subsets and simplifications of the Expert's rules.

SeleCtion of subsets of the Expert's knowledge as intermediate goals for -the

Coach is based upon the complexity WO.. varieus rules and their inter-

dependencies. For vsample, the logical and probabilistic rules of Wumpus fort'.

two subsets of the Expert's knowledge,

to begin with the fOlicq rules. This

since knowledge of the logical'rules is

heuristics.

with the natural tutorial sequence being

is required by the nature of the rule!:

needed to properly apply tirprobability

7
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The utility of a syllabus was exemplified by the sceriirio of the previous
OCT

chapter.' The Coach assumed that the,nonoptimil move was due to lack of -

chapter.'
. .

.

'familiarity with the Double Evidence probability rule:Alowever, that rule cannot

be ereperly *applied unless the necessary logical deductions' teparding the

available evidence made, for 4 player whose experience and/or age

places him early in the Syllabus, the logical rules would be the preferred topidi

of conversation, The' scenario involved a more advanced player,'who haCalready

. mastered tie, logical rules; hence, the coaching focus was on 'the next topic of

the syllabuf the probability rules.

Creating sukpets of the Exptfs knowledge ii straightforward: deciding on

useful simplifications of various rules is more subtle: This is true for the
* 4

traditional educational, setting as well as Tor a Computer -Coach. An example of a

rule timplification is as follors: Suppose a rule has certain exceptions. AJ°

reasonable pedagoaltal simplification is fpr the Coach to ignore these

exce'pt4ons, until the novice player has mastered-the exception -free

approximation. For Wumpus, atypical simplification-of this kind is to assume

that a given warning is'causid by only a single danger. Thb more'subtli analysis

needed to deal correctly with the existence of multiple dangers of each type

(1:i. multiple bats, pits and Wumpii) is for a later stage in the-syllabus.

Since simplification is a critical ability, the

investigation of general cpturla,for simplifying a rule-based

experl to yield a syllabus becomes an important val. One,

candidate is to siiolify propositioni'of the form "A and 8". "A

or 1" or "1 ) A" as "A".' This general schema produces the

siiplification of assuming that a single danger is responsible

for multiple evidence.- Work, by Rumelhart 11975] on

summarization rules for stories suggests that the simplification

rules proposed here (which are similar to his rules) have some
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psychological validity in terms of gow people simplify and

remember descriptions.

,The-Coach will take advantage of simplified subsets of.the Expert's rules in

four ways.. The first is to form "Simulated Players" from these subsets. These

would represent average players at various stsges of development. Simulated

Players would augment the Expert by providing a source of expectations for

student-level performance. The Simulated Player would' also represent a target

knowledge state for players at a preceding stage in the skill acquisition

process., Figure 4 illustrates the augmented Computer Coach.

The second die of simplification rules is to derive variations on the Wumpus
,

game as interediate coaching environments. Such variations can be obtained by

changing the number and type of dangers, tha'distance from which they can be

Sensed, the number of caves and the topological resSrictions on the warren (i.e.

a general throe dimensional maze at one end of the spectrum to a 2 dimensional

rectangular grid at the Ober). Versions, differ: in their complexity and the

skills they require; hence good coaching includes the capability of suggesting

the appropriate variation to a player, depending on his /level of skill. For

example, the following sequence of Successively sore complex variations might be

used by the coach:

1. (single, static dangers in constrained maze) Wumpus with only a-single danger

of each type, played on a rectangular grid.

2. (multiple, static dangers in constrained maze) Multiple bats and pits, but

only a single Wumpus, again playedon a rectangular grid.

)
3. (multiple' static dangers in a general maze). Generalizidg the grid to an

unconstrained maze with I limit on the branching factor at any cave.

_ od"
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4. (dynamic dangers) Allowing the Wumpus to move, if the Player shoots at it and

misses. (Recall that the game is won by shooting an arrow into the Wumpus'

cave.) This requires the,player to understand how .old evidence degrades in

this situation.

5, (competing goals) Playing the game under a time constraint results
ill' the

subgoal of visiting the nearest neighbor to obtain new information competing

with the goal of says visiting the :Mist cave, no matter how far away.

A third use of simplification kno edge relates to a theory of player bugs:

A player may possess a skill of the Expert in some approximate form that leadi to
C

bugsin certain situations. For example, the player may hav formed an _initial

set df skills for Wumpus that never consider multiple dangers, but instead assume

, that only a single pit or bat'is responsible for adjace warnings. Ilp the

scenario, this would permit the incorrect deduction that cave 14 necessarily

- contained a' pit. (See again figure 3.) 6oper modelling requires the Coach to.

recognize that certain clauses are missing in the simplified logical rules

possessed by the player. This can be done by checking whether a known
?

simplification leads to behavior similar to the player's. In this case, the

simplification discussed above involving, approximations to rules obtained by

dropping eAceptions would produce-a Simulated Player version of the Expert that

mirrored this behavior. Thus, the simplification rules lead to-a theory of
.0-

°developmental bugs", namely those errors that arise dee to rational

simplificktions of complex skills that arise as natural stages in the reaming

process'.. Sensitivity to this can allow the Coach to discuss the player's

performance not as an outright error, but as a simplification inappropriate for

more complex situations.

A fourth use of simplification rules 11in summarizing a complex explanation

for initial presentation to the player. This topic pursued in thtre tion.on

4

A
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twoo conclude,. having a syllabus raises two issueS The'first is whether a

suite le sequence of simplified games might eliminate the need for the coach

entirely. Our halief-4. that the choice of a simplified game facilitates

learning by the player, but does not eliminate the need for the coach. The game

cannot be made so simple that no difficulties for the player arise, else the game

is no longer enjoyable; and as long as such difficulties exist, the utility for

tactful tutoring when they occur remains important. Furthermore, the

game makes modelling easier exactly because there are fewer skills potentially

being employed by the player. still we consider the utility of the Coach

ultimatairto be an experimental hypothesis that reqvirei validation. One

control on measuring theAtility of the Coach will be a comparison of the rate at

which skill is acquired with players who do not4ave access to coaching (This

is discussed in the plans fbr our experimental program in chapter 4.)

The seconk!ssue is whether the syllabus implies that all players acquire the

skill in exactly the same fashion. This is not our approach. Rather 4e think of

nowledgeIl

the syllabus as a general plan for the Coach that is adjusted, particular

players on the basis'of their current knowledge state. Indeed-, no and

skills are not linearly ordered and we intend to structure the various

constituent skills of the Wumpus expert into a partial order (on the balls of

prerequiiita-cfaints). It is the job of the tutoring module, in discussing

issues with the player, to decide on what path through this network to take.

This PerionaliAtion is based on a consideration of the structure of the syllabus

and of the individu31- 4nowledge state of the player. We 'discuss the Tutor below,

but Nfirst an analysis of the pre-requisite modelling capability is required.
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2.3 The Player Knowledge Model.

Successful coaching requires a model of the player's current skill.. For an

intellectual game of the kind we are analyzing here, a model of the user's

knowledge can be constructed as an overlay on the Expert, i.e. as a set of

hypotheses regarding the relation of the player's knowledge to the Expert's. For

each rule, the overlay, wovides probabilities that indicate the system's measure

of confidence' in the, three alteratifte: (a) that the player knows the rule, (b)

that he knows 'the rulelin some modified form (for example without knowledge df

its exceptiii0s), Or (c) that he does not know the rule.

In some situations, it may be preferable to generate the Knowledge model as

an overlay on a particular Simulated Player (as we showed in figure 4). For

example, ifthe player is known to be a beginner, then typically he possesses

knowledge of the logical and probability rules in a simplified form. So

modelling can begin in terms of a Simulated Player with these characteristict.

From this perspective, the Simulated Players can be viewed as average players at

different levels of skill: _This approach allows tutoring to take initial

advantage of 'the coarsb.model provided by the Simulated Player, until a more

detailed assessment of the player can be made.

The use of coarse models of average players was explored in our early

implementations of a Wumpus coach and'found to be a profitable first step toward

personalization. A limited ability to make dynamic refinements of this ,initial
.

coarse estimate usingimpLicit evidence from the student's play is present in

Carr's WUSOR program, However, a lexicon of Simulated Players representing the

student at various' points in the syllabus has not yet been studied, nor has
A

overlay modelling been tested in this context.

2.4 The Psychologist

To generate and maintain a player Knowledge, model, a modelling cd;ponent in

the Coach is required. We call this module the Psychologist (figure 5).. This
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module isresponsible for generating hypotheses regarding the player's knowledge

on the basis of evidence arising from (a) %the player's behavior in the game, (b)

his explicit questions and direetions to the Coach, and fc) the long term modil

of the player's position in the syllabus.) We plan to implement and experiment

with ,a modelling component using these criteria.

The fundaments'. Sind of evidence arising from. the player's behavior is the
7

. difference between his answers and those of the Expert. The Expert is able to

explain what rules were involved in determining, a given move. The.. Psychologist

obserVes the difference in rules between those involved in the best move and

those involved in the player's choice. The hypothesis is that the player is

uneware of those rules which would be differentially involved in making,. the

unrecognized better mAe. As an example, in the scenario given in the last

chapter, the Psychologipt would have' considered the move to cave 14 evidence for

increasing the estimate that the student is unfamiliar with the Double Evidence

probability rule.

Such evidence can be misleading. The player may have known the rul.,but his

drawing. of the warren was sloppy or incomplete, and hence he was unaware that the

rule applied. 9r perhaps the player has chosen to play,quickly, and for that

reason is not engaging in careful analysis. Hence., the Psychologist must deal in

probabilities, not certainties. Furthermore, it will be important to allow the

Psychologist to affect the version of the) gas; being played, in orddr to create

situations Where it will be easier to decide if the player has a particular

skill. For example:the Psychologist might direct the Coach to provide a display

of the explored caves in, order to insure that it is not a faulty sketch that is

causing the difficultiei.

Since we envision the Coach being used by a player over bong periods of time,

it will be important to include'a forgetfalmess factor, i.e. for the Psychologist

to deceioase the probibility that the player knows a skill if it has not been
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z
exercised over a long period. Or perhaps we may wish to have the Coach give the

player warm-up exercises whose solution-will yield evidence mt how much the

player has remembered. An example of such an exercise might be to present the

player with figure 3 and ask him to list the three possible moves in order of

increasing danger.

The narrow boundaries of thegame makei it possible to approach.these
cult questions. The design, testing and depugging of alternative Modelling

strategies will be an important dimension of this research.

2,5 Therptor

Successful expertise and modelling'will be of no avail unless the Coach is

competent in delivering advtte. While we cannot apprOach the kind of empathy
)that\can exist between human player and coach, we can attempt to give the Coach

some flexibility ern its methods for discussing particular issues. This
capability resides in the Tutor module of the Coach (figure 6). The Tutor uses

evidence from the player knowledge and learning models as well as from the 'Expert
4

to guide the tutorial interaction. How these sources of evidence are used by the

Tutor and to what ends is the subject of this section.

There are three dimensions to generating an explanation which must be
considereeby a Tutor: these are (e) Nat to say; (b) When to say it; and (c)
low to say it.

for.the Coach, whet to Sly is a function of the differential,knowledgaN
(called the topic -set) between, the move the player made and the best move
available. In the existing WWOR program, the Expert generates a rwle-set for
each possible move. The rule-set.consists of those rules involved in computing

7
the probability that a given cave contains a danger.

This quality of being able to explain its decisions1 is sof)

crucial to an Expert program being'used as part of a tutoring
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.system that we call it the principle of orticiaete dxpertise.

We chose a rule -based approaCh to representing expertise because

it has this "articulate' quality: the'formal explanation of the

probability of thedanger of a given cave is a list of the rules

needed to compute that probability. The agenda presented in the

scenario was obtained essentially by noting the rules needed to

deterline the danger of the various possible moves.

The wuaoR Tutor then compares the rule -set of the bestpmove cave (i.e. the

cave with the lowest probability of danger) with the rule set of the cave chosen

by the player. The difference between these rule-sets is the topic -set: the set

of rules that are reasonable -candidate' to discuss with the player. The

educational hypothesis here is: if the player knew the rules in the topic-set.

then he would hale been able to compute the correct probability of the best Move, 7

and hence would have chosen ,that cave: For the .scenario, WUSOR would has

generated a topic-set containing the double evidence rule along with sev ral

other topics.

MUNK prunes this topic-set by eliminating those rules that its Knowledge'

model indicates are already known by the`player. (It was on this basis that the

logical rules were pruned by the Coach in the scenario). A complementary

improvement is achieved by comparing the remaining rules in the topic -set with

the Syllabus. A particular topic is chosen by selecting the rule of the topic

set nearest to the player', current position in the Syllabus. (In the scenario,

this Was illustrated by the Coach choosing not to discuss the choice of move

quantitatively. 'Presumably the player was not far enough into the syllabus to

merit this level, 07-discussion.) Thus, as in human discourse, knowing what to

say is improved by having a better understanding of your listener

We call this approachAetopic selection frontier titor(nm.e- Florio 7

illus,pites the origin of this phrase. The network of nodes represents the

soe

-
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syllabus,'with concepts increasing in difficulty from left to right and linked by

dependenties. The shaded region represents,the' subset of the syllabus known to

the plaier, as indicated by the Knowledge model. T rkened nodes 'are' the

unprumed topic-set. The frontier consists of 'those nodes on the boundary of the

shaded region. The preferred choice of topic are the topic nodes in the

Unexplored region of the syllabus closest to the frontier. COACH-1 will employ a,

similar stfategy, augmented by the Simplification rules and Rhe toric rule s

outlined later in this section.

The coaching paradigm also suggests when to engage in tutoring. If the

player might have mede a better move, then he will often be interested in knowing

this, in order to improve his Play. Hence Tutor engages in a discussion with
A

the player about the underlying rules when their. availability would make

difference to the player's decision. The Tutor's-lull is to convey tlhe

underlying knowledge: the player's is to become an expert at a game he enjoys.

In the Wumpus scenario presented earlier, this was illustrated by the coach using

the move to the dangerous cave 14 as an opportunity to discuss the double

e vidence' heurittii. This i4 and example orieRped tutoring fits within the

paradigm introduced by Burton and Brown [1976] for an arithmetic game called HOW

THE,WEST WA3 WON, originally developed for for the. PLATO Elementary Mathematics

Projeet by Bonnie Anderson.

However, the research proposed here extends Burton and Brown, (as well as the
4

e xisting WUSOR prograi), by considering the procedural formulation of a broader

set of explanatory techniques. For example, it is not enough to have an issue to

discuss and an example to illustrate it. Care must be.taken to control the

lengthot the explanation. For this reason, we plan to makersimpliffcationrules

available to the Tutor for summarizing explanations. Examplei-are:

Si. SimPlife "A because 110 by A.

'"
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S2. Simplify "P(x) i) P(a)" by P(a).

S3. Simplify
4
"A (it') 8) .) 8" by 8.

These rules are suggested by work of Rumelhart [1975] on the summarization of

stories. They were introduced earlier for cheating Simulated Players by

simplifying the Expert's rules.

To'illustrate their application in this context, consider again the scenario:

In our proposed design, the Tutor will generate a complete explanation

internally, which we shall call the Agenda, and then apply the simplification

rules to select the appropriate remark to be made to the player.

For example, in the scenario, part of the agenda for the cave 14 double

evidence explanation is:

1. Therre is double evidence\that cave 14 coUtoins a pit.

2. There is single evidence that cave 0 contains a pit.

3. Single evidence is safer then double evidence.

4. Therefore, cave 0 is safer than cave 14.

We have given the Agenda in English, though it would have a formal internal

representation in the Tutor. Also it is incomplete, since there is no discussion

the other dangers. Applying the simplification rules, the tdtor's formal

response to a move to cave 14 would be its conclusion: Cave 0 is safer than Cave

14. (In the scenario, the Speaker has applied ellipsis, generating the

abbreviated reply: Cove (ts safer.)

Of course, the player may desire,more information. Hence, as we indicated in'

the scenario, it will be possible for the player to ask questions, with the tutor

answering by supplying more of the Agenda. We call this approach to providing

advice a discourse theory of exploitation to emphasize that an explanation is not

'a lecture, lipt rather an interactive dialog between Coach and player. We return

to this theme when we introduce linguistic discourse rulesas part of the
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Speaker's capabilities.

We have considered 'what' and 'when" to coach the player. There is still the
ti

dimension of how to formulate an explanation regarding a particular rule in the

topicset. Collins [1976] has formulated as procedural rules a variety of

4Secratic tutoring techniques. The research. proposed here extends this taxonomy.

We propose to develop procedural tutoring techniques that fall within all four of

the following categories (although our lexicon of tutoring techniques for each

category will certainly not be exhaustive):

1. Logical Explanations: the meet common example would be citing e,rule plus the

current evidence and drawing the correct inference. The above agenda for

explaining the'danger of cave 14 was of this form. /

2. NypOthetts.ttxpleaetiois: the use of a supposition in developing' an argument

would be allowed here. As an example, suppose the coach is trying to explain

that cave 2, a neighbor of cave 1, is safe from bats because 1 contained no

squeaks. This is, in essence, tutoring the logical rule, 'If a cave does not

contain a warning, then no neighbor contains a danger. A hypothetical

explanation would be:

SUM* tine 2 contained a bet: Then we mould have heard a

meek to cave 1. Bat we did not. So cave 2 mast be safe

from hats.

3. Graphical Explanations: this is really another dimension -- a,logical or

hypothetical argument can be given in English or via pictures showing states

of the warren. Figure 6 illustrates a series of scenes on the TV display that .

parallel the proceeding hypothetical argument.

Crete S pleaettoal: this category would include explanations' oriented
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Figure 8

GRAPHICAL-EXPLAVATION OF

"IF A CAVE DOES NOT CONTAIN A WARNING, THEN NO NEIGHBOR CONTAINS

A DANGER," 41,

1. SUPPOSE THE WARREN/LOOKLIIA,THIS:

2. THEN YOU WOULt HEAR A SQUEAK.

3. BUT, .'%,

4.- THEREFORE/

N

41
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around speCific_examplis rather than rules, leaving it to the player to make

the.neadisary generalization's. The simplified initial coaching to the "Went
100'

in the case of the cave 14 example resulted in the concrete remark: "Care 0

is safer tkee Core 14." Only upon optional 'subsequent questioning wall the

explanation raised from the concrete.to the abstract, with general, principles

. ,

. _._..:

In essence, these xplanatori techniques are a procedural' theory of rhetoric.

# 0
ri

The 'word has acquire a negative connotation of 'undue use of exaggeration or

display",-but its classical meaning is "the ability to use language effective10.-
.

.

We havi generalized rhetoric to apply to graphical is mares linguisitic

. 4'

explanations, but otherwise re engaged in the classical study of effectiva

. 0
.

. .

communication for the purpoSe of conveying in.explanation. Without rhetorical I%

skill; a tutor, whetherluman or machine, will not be effective. 'Our concern for

milltiple explanatory devices is oneOf the.qualities that distinguahes this,

e research from classical frame-oriented CAI.
, .

.- a

Given a catalog of possible explanatory strategies, theAtornust select a
4,

particula strategy for a player at a given stage of dave3opment. To accomplish

11:41°'this, the a a Player Learning Mcidel.

2'.6 The Player Learning Model
At .

r There are many dimensions'Io-a_playerIklearning beRavior. but the slice that

is pragmatically-useful to the Coach is-the player's preferences with regard to

the.ayaliabie tutorial lodes. The Player Learning Model is an overlay on the

Tutor;
4
specifically, four numerical weights are associated with the each

tutorial strategy which estirate whether:

(a) the player is knoWn to prefer that strategy;

(b) he is known to dislike ft:

(c) the strategy has been recently used;

6
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(d) the strategy has been successful as judged by subsequent play.

We introduced the Psychologist module of the Coach earlier, describing its

. . generation Of thi 'Model. The Psychologist is also responsible for generating

41.

and maintaining th The kinds of evidence we plan to use are (a)

Misfiles!) a,geven tutorial technique on the average results in the player

successfully acquiring the rule.the Tutor is trying to convey, (b) the player's

explicit reactions to a given-tutorial technique (e.g. °I don't understand,")

and (c) general knowledge about the relative success of different techniques for
0

various kinds of tutoring situations (i7g. abstract explanations are probably not

preferable for young players or those not mathematically trained).

404

The Tutor-will adjust its explanation of a given rule on the basis of the

Learning model, although this does not mean that the player's preferences are

always followedv For example, the Learning model might reveal that the player

has become too dependent, as evidenced by always demanding a complete

explanation. In such cases, the Coach would choose to refrain from providing the

complete Agenda, despite the student's desires.
..

Successful modelling orleareing is dependent on successful modelling of the

ik various klIwledge states the player passes through. Hence, our initial research

will focus on generatihwthe overlay model of the 'Ayer with respect to the

Expert (i.e. the Knowledge Model) to be followed later by an investigation. of

.modelling the player's interaction preferences 14 an overlay, on the Tutor (int.

the Learning Model).

2.i The Listener

The coimunications module consil) of two .c6mi)onents: a Listener for

translating questions by the player into a fora comprehensible by the Coach and- AL

Speakelpr translitinethe selection Of a formal topic by the ~Tutor into a

comprehensible form for the Player Sfigure In this section, weldiscuss the

Listener, and in the next, the Speaker.
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TUTOR

FORMAL

MESSAGES

FORMAL

QUERIES

L

EA.

K.
E
R

I

s
t
E
N
E
R

ENGLISH

OR

GRAPHICS

ENGLISH

OR

TABLET

FIGURE 9- THE COMMUNICATIONS MODULE OF THE COACH

A
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Progress inoAI offers the-possibility of comfortable English-comprehension by

-the Coach for restricted domains, as illustrated by the SHRDLU [Winograd 1972]

and LUNAR [Woods 1972] programt. The use of semantic grammars in Sophie proved

this for the electronics` arena' [Burton 1976 We propose to ApplY this AI

technology to the communications interface with the playe' to the end of

improving the system's sensitivity to the player's reasoning. Ideally, we would

like to be able to ask the player for his explanation of why he made a particular

re. How far along the spectrum oflsUccessful natural language comprehension we.

can reach is uncertain, but available AI technology will allowus to achieve

qualitative improvement over previous computer assisted instructional

environments,

,There is another possibility for illput from thesAter to the Coach -- the
.

use of a.tablet.to support. graphical *put, We partly, avoid the .need for

graphical input bkhaVing:the Cosoksmmintein a graphichl display, of the explored
jot

warren on the- TV, but idi4ly the, pSter shOUld be ,allowed to maintain `his own

pictorial representation.' If purely lingdistic input proves too constrictive, we

will add a tablet input module. WOOk by [Negroponte 1971, 1974; Herat, 1975; &

Purcell 1976] indicates the poitibility of achieving'significant power in this

dimension.

.41

2.8 The Speetei.

The Coath will also use English in its explanations. An ability tot speak
4

,succinctly -is critical if the interaction is not to be excessively tedious. We

have already'examined Cctteria by which the tutor can select the content of what
A

it wishes to say., But after this has been done, there remains conversion of the

conceptualization to English.., t

-Cur goal Is to devel p a "discourse oriented theory of explanation". Henice,

we prOpose to embody .in the Speaker various linguistic conventions for

facilitating discourse. One such linguistfc device which allows brevity is
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seashore, i.e. the use of pronouns to

objects. An example is:

refer back to previously introduced

To visited cove 16 earlier. Cove 16 is e sere core.

reduced by anaphora to

roe vtAited cove 16 tenter. It is

Mother linguistic device is ellipsis, i.e. not including a given. phrase because

the Coach can pssume the player already has that knowledge. An example is

Jos have been in two neighbors of core 14 end for felt e drift

in both neighbors of- 14.

reduced by ellipsis to

Yoe have been in two neighbors of cove 14 end felt e draft in

both:

Work on generation [Simmons 1973; McDonald. 1976] suggests. that it is a reasonable

goal to include these capabilities in the Speaker in a modest way.

. The fpieker module is also capable of generating graphic, as opposed to

Alinguistic,, explanations upon the Tutor's request. As the domain of discourse is

'a video-game, this_ is essential. Thus, the term Speaker (and Listener) im being

used in generalized form to apply to all communication channels between player

and Coach.

2.9 Summary

To summarize our design for a Computer Coich, examine again figure 1. The

Psychologist makes hypotheses regarding thiplayer's state with respect to the

Expert's knowledge and the Tutor's explanatory techniques. .1t does this using

evidence from (e) the player's performance as analyzed by the Expert, (b) his

.explicit instructions to the Coach and (c) the expectations of the Tutor. These

hypotheses form the Knowledge and Learning models. The Expert indicates when a e
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potential tutoring situation has arisen by informing the Tutor that a move is

nonIpptimal. The Tutor uses the analysis. of the expert and the content of the

models to determinewhat topic is appropriate to discuss with the player and in

what fashion. A natural language-interface, the Speaker and Listener, serves to

improve the communication between player and Coach. Simulated Players are

simplifications of the Expert-which more accurately model expected performance 'of

the player.

A
The design of Computer Coaches is more than an exercise in computer

programming: it addresses fundamental questions ii education. For example, four

major theoretical goals of this research are to develop and test:
r

I. an °nictitate model of expertise that supports modelling and tutoring by

providing explanations of alternative decisions that can be made in a given

task state. Our approach islo use a rule-based formulation of expertise, and

use traces of the rules required to Mike a given decision as the explanation.

2. overlay modelling'which describes a player in terms of the capabilities of the

Expert or a simplification of the Expert (Simulated Player). Does the overlay

model improve tutoring? Can predictions be made about the performance of the

player? This goal is similar to that of Newell and Simon [1972] when they

leek to construct production systems that model an individual. The new

ingredient proposed here is the use of a coaching environment' _Lo obtain

evidence and test success.

3. a discourse oriented theory of eXpleaatioa in which a frontier model controls

topic selection and a catalog of rhetorical techniques determines the form Of

the message. The Lnowledge model, the Learning model, a net structured

syllabus and an articulate expert all contribute to this function. A Speaker

component converts a formal message into a user-comprehensible form, applying

'still further discourse ruies to obtain conciseness. Progress in this
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direction hill be an important step towards a prpigdural theory0

explanation.

4. rules of siaplificotion that can be used to organize expertise .into a

syllabus, define restricted tasks for the player as exercises, and summarizer
complex explanations. The tact that this theory of simplification _finds

multiple applications reinforces our belief that the computational environment

of the Coach touches deeply on central issues in the theory of Wag

lin exploring these goals, we are developing aveneral theory of coaching that

applies not only to the player of a game, but in general, to a novice engaged in

any task wherein the skill can be modelled by rules.

There are, of course, limits to the psychological and educationalamestions
.2

discussed in this proposal. Wi have not considered, for example, such issues as

player/coach empathy. This arises when we consider whether the Coach should be

allowed to alter the location of dangers (consistent with the clues given to the

player so far) to reinforce its advict.k This ability might be useful when the

Coach warns the plaxer that a move is nonoptimal, but the player moves there

anyway. "If the danger was not actually in the high probability cave, should the

Coach alter the game state so as to position the danger there? (For example, if

the pit had not been in cave 14 in the scenario, and the player had moved there,

should'the Coach move the pit to that cave.) While this might reinforce the

.Coach's advice, it risks losing the player's enjoyment of the game. The Coach

would probably be considered a "cheater' if the player knew of these

rearrangents. But, should we allow the Coach to have a design that,must be kept

hidden from the student? We are not sure about the relative merits of this

particular tutoring ability. (It can arise in an interigdiate form if we allow

the Tutor to advise the Game module on the pOsitions of the dangers for the new

game, but prevent any alterations once the game is begun. This would probabably
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be considered f it by the player.) We plan to study the empathetic relation

between Coach and player during the experimental phase of this research, and

incorporate whatever insights are obtained into the design.

.

J r.

4

r-

4P-

4
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3. -Relevant Research

cr.

intim 3.1 describes the Captor 'tomb as ir natural evolutionary step iii
pstar Assisted Imstraction, remedying some of its major defects of the Past

Red drawing om some of its strengths. This step is made Possible by:

I. The application of 'artificial intelligence theory aid technology to the design

for the comb (section 3:2).

2. The vse of information processing psychology techniques to model problem

solving in terms of rule sets (section 3.3).

3. The declining cost of =optative (sectioe 3.4).

3,1 Computer Assisted Instruction

To see the place of the Computer Coach in CAI, it is useful to characterize

CAI in termtof four periods (figure 10). The first, which we have labelled the

--.. Primitive Period predates computers and represents Ate original work with

programmed learning texts. At the time this 4ork was undertaken, both the

tocbselogy and the cognitive theor were in a primitive state.

The vse of compvi;h!nitiated the next phase which we term he Classical

Period.- It occupied most of th sixties and even today remains the dominant

paradigm outside the research roament. Programs developed( wii'hin this era

were typically organized as a decision tree of multiple choice quistions, with

the student's responses determining which path in the tree is taken. These CAI
;

programs were the first explorations of the computer as 6 educational tool.

They were in Some cases able to provide interesting learning environments, for

example the chemistry programs of PLATO [Muer and Johnson 1971], but wore

ultimately limited by a minimal understanding of the'problem domain being taught,

Gad minimal models of the teaching and learning processes. The /paradigm of the

to,

4,4

3-
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classical peilod was to develop tutor languages to faCilitate the design of

scripts by teachers for their domains. Such an approach to CAI remains useful in

certain contexts, but to achieve a new plateau of performance, a new design

philosophy is necessary.

The Roomette Period 'represents the shift to a new paradigm in which t043al,

is to embed genuine domain expertise in the; CAI program. Three benchmark efforts

in this category, 'each concerned with a very different kind of expertise, are the

Logic and Set Theory tutors constructed-by Suppes et el.; the geography. tutor of

Carbonell' and Collins; and the electronics troubleshooting tutor of Brown'et el.

Suppes has been involved with CAI since its inception, and hence his work spans

the classical and romantic periods. One of his long standing goals has been

the developlient of a proof checker capable o understanding the validity of a

student's proof. With the gradual evol ion of AI techniques, he and his

colleagues have been able to evolve suc essfully more powerful proof checkers

[Suppes 1972, Goldberg and Suppes 19 2, Smith et al. 1975]. Thus, in this

case, the research represents an evolutionary rather than revolutiedary

transition from classical to expert-based CAI.

Carbonell designed Scholar around 1970 as a CAI system for geographyAhat

answer as well as ask questions. The basic theoretical improvement` was the use

of a semantic net, a dominant AI representation, to represent domain knowledge.

4 Since that time, Scholar has evolved as a result of the later work by

Carbonell, Collins and others [Carbonell & Collins 1973, Collins et al. 1974.

The program has served as an impetus for improving the power of semantic nets,

and hence has had important feedback into AI research.

0

Brown's SOPHIE system, a Sophisticated Instructional Environment for tutoring

electronic troubleshooting, is impressive in termsof its level of domain

expertise [Brown et el., 1975]. The program is capable of simulating the
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internal-behavfor of a power supply, and hence can answer most student

questions regarding the state of the device.

These programs, sometimes called Generative CAI [Bryan 1969], made possible a

new level of performance. Such CAI tutors are not limited to comprehension of a

highly restricted set of student responses; but, through an embedded domain

Expert, are able to comprehend a much wider set of interactions. They were

originally romantic efforts in that the AI technology, of the late sixties

necessary to implement Expert modules was itself in a relatively primitive state-.

But during the last six years a progressively more powerful set, of AI tools have

been developed and appliedto embedding expertise in CAI programs. This

evolution began with the original use of semantic nets in Scholar, followed by

the use of semantic grammars and multiple representations of knowledge in Sophie

[Brown & Burton, 1975]. Brown has referred to tutors of this kind as ICAIBurt`n,

CAI).

Recently, a fourth phase in CAI research has begun, characterized by the

inclusion of expertise in, the Tutor regarding the student's learning behavior and

possible tutorial strategies. We have chosen to call this new generation of

instructional programs AICAI Tutors, to emphasize the use of AI techniques in the

modelling and tutoring components as well as in the Expert module. Within this

context, Collins [1976] has investigated computatioWal models for Socratic

tutoring strategies. Burton and Brown [1976]Lin a tutoring program called WEST

have introduced issue oriented Models of the student's knowledge, rather than

simple Orecords of right and wrong answers. Atkinson and others at the Institute

for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences have examined the representation

of domain expertise as a network `in which tasks and their' requisite skills are

represented [Barr, Beard & Atkinson 1975]. In this research, the BIP system for

tutoring the computer langage BASIC, a model is maintained of the student's

_familiarity with various skills, and the next task-posed to the student is dope

If
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on the basis of which skills are currently known.

. The'research we propose here falls within this AICAI paradigm, anderepresents

an integrated investigation into tutoring and modelling, in which the modelling

component is concerned not only with, the student's knowledge but also with his

learning- preferences. Both the RIP and the WEST research consider only a model

of the student's knowledge, not his preferences for interacting with the tutorial

system. The catalog of tutorial techniques we shall introduce subsumes those

considered by Collins.

Of course, this division of CAI into four periods is a simplification. Since

its inception, there has been a desire to model the student accurately. The RIP

research, which applies AI representation techniques to the syllabus and to

modelling the student, does not incorporate a powerful doman expert (and hence

is limited in the complexity of the problem; it can allow the student to
a

undertake and still comprehend the student's results).

Th4 novelty of the research we propose here is that in a single system there

will be significant domain expertise, a broad range of possible interaction

strategies available to the tutor, and a modelling capability for both the

student's knowledge and his preferred modes of interaction with the tutor. If

this releard is successfpl, the early promise of CAI as a per al, riOrsive

learning environment for the student will be a met in far deeper and lore

fruitful fashion than classical CAI of the sixties was le to achieve.

A

3.2 Cognitive Psychology

Over the last fifteen years, a new psychological discipline concerned with

the foriulation of computational model4 of cognition has evolved. Benchmark

texts in the field are Lindsay and,Norman's fumes Informetion Processing [1972]

and-Newell and Simon's lumen Problem Solving [1972]. Formalisms such as semantic

nets and production systems have been used to construct procedural models of

memory and of problem solving.* This computational approach his proven valuable

a/
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P

in.elucidating aspects of human psychology that were not adequately eXplai4d by

the more static theories of the past.

s` lie propose to apply these new concepts of cognitive psychology to the

representation of knowledge and learning models of the student, and to the design

and implementation of automated modelling components. The individual's problem

solving behavior will be described in terms of his knowledge of a set of rules,

where the rules' include'both basic facts and control knowledge (i.e. statements*

about when they are applicable).
4

We have already done preliminary work in this area: [Miller and Goldstein

1976a,b,c,d] describe,the process of part.% programming protocols by means of

rule-based theory of planning and debugging.

3.3 Artificial Intelligence

66%

Designing an Expert for a game is a traditional AI project. Samuel's (1963]

checker playing program and reenblatt's,[1967] chess program have attained

significant performance level hjoth having beaten excellent human players. 'TN,

notion of constructOg a Coach t utor a player in the skills of the Expert is

natural extension:*

The goal of coaching, however, adds the design constraint that the Expert by

so constructed such that its expertisi is comprehensible to a player. For this

reason, we have proposed ,a rule-based approach in which knowledge is represented

as modular set of rules. The traditional game playing programs were not

idsuallydpf this form. However, there Are a set of more recent programs that

achieve significant performance/ whose design does fall under this paradigm:.

.g. Dendrel [Buchanan 1969] and Meta-Dendrai [Buchanan 1972] for Mass
AK

1514troscopy and for learning Mass_Spectroscopy, lilycin for medical diagnosis

(Shortliffe 1976], and EL for circuit analysis [Stallman and Sussman 1976]. All

of these programs perform at the level of human experts for their domain of

expertise.

5,;
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There_ are lipitmtions,terule-based syn.". Interactions between the riles,

8

exceptions. to the rule's, and context dependency are all critical tIONhnical
.

issues. - Recent research by Davis (1976] -antiONstein [1M] addresses these.y.
4

and develops an Approach to .providing meta-knowledge about tire Miles

in machine.undersiandable form.
-

*
.A careful analysis the,virtues of rule-based syste (comprehensibility.

ems
Indira, extensibility)p theit limitations and, corresponding extensions

<. t .

propriatt to handling those limitations goes beyond the scope. of this proposal.

Alit the impressive performance of existing AI systmmveUggests that it-lieill blq.
\

fruitful to apply this technology to the design of Computer Ceachei.

3.4 C Science

4
Ten, years ago, a large'computer installation such as one based on a Digital

Equipment Corporations POP-14 With EA.prefiessor would have Cost.31,000,000.-

Today, a LISP sacking now,undee design in odr laboratory will providi'threlt/6W

faster coiputation for one twentieth the cost-. °Me recent NSF conference on *a

ten 4tear forecast for the ippact of computers on:educationm was in unanimous

agreement, that.the cost of computat

over the next decade [MIRO 19751:

Our proposal to develop Compuler Coaches we'll demand

*111,continuelto decrease dramatically

comOutetionil Amosources. Such resources

e
enP6vironment, and economically feasible for

signific

are available now in the research

schools withiiktfie next ten years.
7

The theory of .computer-based coaches (and its implementation as software), not

the hardware technology, it the critical limitation.

v.
0

1

4
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4. A Two Yearlosearch Program

/

We propose a threiwhase research program for evaluating the merits of the

Computer Coich paradigm. J Since phases II and III alA contingent on the success
,

of phase I, 'support is requested only for the first Phase as a two year project.

The major portion of this chapter describes the experimental program>for phase I.

A summary of phases II and given at the end of the chapter.

4.1 Phis. I: A Computer 'Coach for Hums

Since n ,articulate Expert for Wuipus already exists, we can directly

immediatelly focus our attention on the critical learning and teaching issues

involved in designing improved modules for the Psychologist, Tutor, and Speaker;

We estimate that the design and implementation -of a complete COACH-1 will take

. . .

approximately 10 to 12 months. The details of this 4esign have been specified in

detail in chapterai

Across the second year, we will carry out ail e t _sive testing program to

, evgluate the success of the rule-based modelling and tutoring capabilities of

COACH-1. These experiments and the proposel1ubject population's are descriibed

ti below. The experiments will serve to rigorously test our hypothesis that a

Computer Coach can tutor mathematical and scientific knowledge in personalized
10

an d responsive ways, and that the skills acquired by the players are

transArable.

We will undertake two basic categories of experiments. 'The first category

(global eiperiment) is concerned with the overall success ofsthe Coach as a

Vator of transferable intellectual skills. The second category (*local

experimenteris oriented towards analyzing alternative dmmigns for various

Modules of the Coach. The first category provides the critical measure of

success for the overall research project; the second category suggests possible

refinements to the design.

f
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4.2 Global Experiments

We sheliiffry out tee major globaleXperiments, one at the 12 month and one

at the 1 monthpoint'in tis project.' Each global expeOment will 'address two

'questions:

1. Does the-coach facilitate the acquisition by the student of the.intellectuai

skills needed to play litmus?

2. Are these skills transfered to other tasks?

te
The skills in question are the basic logical and probabilistic inference rules

needed tomake reasonable hypotheses about facts given uncertain data.

First we cons er question 1: measuring the success of the Coach in tutoring

Magnus specif We wilL examine the performance of three populations of

players on a c sequence of 25 Wumpus games. The first population will be

uncoached, the second- coached by the computer and the third coached by a huma n.

teacher The sequence will involve approximately 10 sessions, each on the order. of

43.minutes and exteid over several weeks. Transcripts of each player's

performance will be obtained, with statistics computed of his or her success.

(How often does the plays win? How efficient are his oves ?)

Our hypothesis io; that the computer coached population will acquire skill at

the game faster than their counterparts who receive no tutoring and equal to the

rate of those players given human tutoring.

We, will alsocorrelati the performance of members of the three populations

with their skill in traditional 'mathematics. This skill will be measured by the

standard achievement tests taken by the players. This correlation'will indicate

(Mother mathematical games such as Wumpus and their respective skills are

accessible to student/players who have not been high achievers previomsly'fn this

domain.

7 4
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Question 2 examines whether those players in the three populations who'have

mastered the skills of WuiliOus are ablesto transfer these skills to other domains.

We will obtain evidence for transference by exposing the same three populations

of students to (a) games involving similar sklIkkjuid--(b) problem exercises.

'An example.e.4odifferent game is 'Clue'. In this popular board game, the

taVt is to identifi the crimenal from a population of suspects. As the

detective, you are given various clues. The same sorts of logical- and

probabilktic inference rules (as are required in Wumpus) are applied to

estimating who had the best motive, opporfunipty and -means. Isomorphs of this

gami can be constructed for war game situations, where you are given evidence

about the'location of your opponent's shipi, and your task is to estimate their

actual location (this is a traditionil game called BATTLESkIP); for prospecting

for goad; and many other situations. The ease of creating problems requiring

the same skills is a consequence of the portence of the abilities requieed by

Wumpus.

Problems that exercise the mathematical skills (logical and. probabilistic

'reasoning) required by Wumpus will befhosen. We shall examine standard, IQ and

achievement tests as well, as mathemetical and texts to select these

problems.. We will construct a set .to. be administered as both a pre and a post

test.to the three populations.

We shall run several series of the 'global experiment' on populations of

diffeeent backgrounds. Our hypothesis is that the Coach Will equal a human

teacher in facilitating the acquisition of transferable skills in logical and

probabilistic inference; as measured by performance on the problem set.

We do not claim that the general style of reasoning employed by a player will

be affectediby the Coach, given the United time during which players will be

exposed to the Coach. Our hypothesis isnnly that the particular skills tutored

by the Coach are transfered. The possibility exists that the Coach could serve
s';
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is a general model for the studenOf a certain kind of mathematical reasoning,

but this question must await successful completion of the first phase of research

outlined hrs.

4.3 Subjects

Education majors in an undergraduate college will provide the initial subject

population. We will seleit a group with a range of achievement in mathematics.

Given that these subjects will be future teachers, their opinions and advice

regarding the behavior of the coach will provide' important feedback for us'

towards improlz its design. Our experience withlhe early WUSOR coaches

indicates thatthe game is complex enough to be of interest to such students.

Following an initial round of experiments with this population, we will work with

students of the same age from different backgrounds (for example, dhrosen from a

two year iiihnical college) and then with secondary school students. The result

will be evidence for the relative success of alternative teaching 'and modelling

techniques for student populations of different levels of skill, age and

background.

Each run of the global experiment will be done with 30 Students, 10.ip each

population. Given several runs of the global experiment by the end of this two

year program, sufficient Oldence should beavailable to indicate clearly whether

more extensive evaluation of computer coaching is justified.

To reach a satisfactory design for the Coach, we also plan 'local''

experiments that .analyze the performance of individual,modules of the system.

Three /kinds of local experiments are defined -- AI, psychological and

pedagogital. These experiments are described in the next three sections.

4.4 local AI Experiments.

Theis expe is test whether thO modules of the Coach perform successfully

on certain hi y controlled exercises that are necessary (but not sufficient)

e
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4
conditiohs for their success in the real educational environment. Eximples'are:

(e) at what level of skill does the Expert module perform the task compared to

human experts, (b) if a Simulated Player Is created by modifying-the Expert, will

the Tutor successfully diagnose the modification. To illustrate this secon kind

of Arexperiment, consider a Simulated Player for Wumpus created by writing a

program that has access to the logical and strategic rules, but can make no

probabilistic inferences. The question then is whether the COACH-I modeller can

successfully diagnose this weakness. These Al' experiments involve careful

analyses of the capabilities of the modules involved. They yield.hard facts
N,

.

about performance in certain settings but no psychological data. The next class

'of experiments addresses psychological issues.

4.5 Local Psychological Experiments

These experiments investigate the relative success of alternative modelling

components in estimating a given player's state of knowledge. We will use the

same testing program as that outlined for the glocal experiment (Pre/Post testing

on the game and ita_isomorphs), except that inteviews with the students wherein

Joey describe their rationale for various moves will be obtained. Tit& evidence

for the Knowledge and Learning models will be the extent tO which the -student's

description of himself and his performanCe on isomorphs matches the hypotheses of

these models.

There is also another form of validation. The Simulated Player whose rule

set ost.closely matches rules attributed to the student by the Knowledge model

can be run to.predict likely moves by the student, in a given state of the game..

The accuracy of these predictions with the student's actual move is evidence that

the Knowledge model is reasonable.

Finally, we will supplement interviewing of individual players by recording

the verbal interactions of several players working as a team. Brown, Rubinstein,

and Burton (1976] in recent tests of the pphii system have used a 'team

It
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emvironmerft Mate successfully to obtain'i6iight into the analyses being made by

t the students. The players naturally explain their reasoning .to each other,

decreasing dependency on interviews by the experisentery

4,6 Local Pedagogical Experiments

toputer Coaihes embody theory of the syllabus and of "alternative-tutoring
4

strategies for conveying that syllabui. We plan experiments that test

alternative syllabi and alternative tutoring strategies. _For example, with4

respect to the issue of when 'o interrupt the player, the Coach's behavior can

range from one extreme of always diicussing better_moves if they exist to the

other extreme of only interacting with the player upon explicit request. .Our

goal is to obtain evidence for mechanism's- by which the Coachls tutoring component

can dynamically alter its choice of Interaction' mode and tutoring teliict Thus we

are not interested in the statistically best syllabus or teaching style, but

rather what improvement over the statistical choice can be made by a Computer

Coach that personalties the form and

iiii)denc available in the

Iagain nvolve relatively mall populations, but 4nvolve extensive data-gathering

of protocols and interviews for these populblions. /

content of the interactiObs on the basis of

edge and learning medals! These experiments will

We also intend a r -el

---tit4

novel experiment -- as the Coach-is able io

itself, we "propose o allow skilled 'human teElers to` pretend to be

players and then tointerrogate the Coach on its rationale -fur various

expli

'student

tutoring

remarks. If the Coach is successful, it should be able to reply to the teachei's

queries 4n lin acceptable fashion.

Finally, we will perform careful attitudinal studies of the subjects

regarding their opinion of the Coach. Do they find it helpful? Does its

intervention increase or decrbase their enjoyment of the game? Do they find it

too cryptit<- too verbose, or appropriately concise? These studies will be madea
by means of questionaires and interviews.

I

4
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If these experiments -- loth local and global -- yield evidence that the

WUSOR-II Coach provides successful modelling and tutoring capabilities, then we

believe the following twolpbases of work would be justified.

4.7 Phase II: Experiments in Other Domains

In order to avoid errors arising from the examination of this paradigm for

only one domain, we would undertake to imblement Computer Coaches for other

games. This effort would evolve through the same steps as the experiments

outlined above. The result.of this parallel effort would be a more solid set of

evidence on which to build the basic outlines of our theory of Computell Coschos7

and on which to evaluate their success.

Our criteria for choosing one or more parallel domains are (a) that the game

exercise basic intellectual skills, (b) that the design of an Eipert be feasible,

and (c) thit the game be enjoyable and motivating. STEVEDOR is a possible

candidate. Recall that in this game, the player is asked to load a cargo, given

various sets of simple machines. The machines have costs associatedwith them:

the task is to find the cheapest combination of simple machines adequate to move

the weight to the desired Location. Successful play involves in a natural way

knowledge of(elementary physics with obvious opportunities to tutor this subject

matter. 'Me game is simple enough to build an rule-based Expert." Our hypothesis

is that this would be the only module to be effected by the change in domain.

Layman Allen has demonstrated the possibility of creating interesting

intellectual games such as WFF'N'PROOF and THEORIES'N'QUERIES in the far more

restrictive setting of a non-computer technology. With the availability of the

dynamic capabilities of computers and video, the possibilities are unlimited. In

phase II, wowould select several games that serve to exercise important

intellectual skills but differ in interesting ways from Wumpus, after a

preliminary examination of the various candidates.

6 4
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4.8 Mate III: A General Theory of Coneuter Coaching

Ira Goldstein.

The experience of designing, implementing andevaluatipg-Coaches for saveeal

doiains should provide sufficient experience to develop a general theory of

tutoring and of modelling. In the third phase of this research, our goal would

be to articulate this theory and to redesign the Coaches constructed In the
di

preceding phases to take account o insights. The theory would contain

criteria for formulating domain expertise as rule system, for creating

4implifications as tutoring goals, for modelling knowledge of these rule systems

and for tutoring them. The some cats of experiments would 4 undeetaket.

Positive results would yield clear evidence that a new kind of educational

environment can be provided -- consisting of computer games and coaches -- that

,nurtures the development of transferable mathematical and scientific skills.

Furthermore, since the theorj, is domain- independent, it will apply to traditional

computer-Wised learning environments as well. Finally, the general theory, being

a precise formulation of modelling egd tutorisg 1 ,ks a candidate for a more

rigorOus theory of human teaching. .

I

.4
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5. Resources

5.1 The MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory

The MIT AI Lab is a leader in artificial intelligence research. Intelligent

Coaching Programs will not succeed without a heavy infusion of Al exi4rtise in

the Expert, the Tutor and the Psychologist Co- Ies of the Coach. The MIT AI Lab

_has faculty and graduate students who can supply that expertise.

Specific resources of the laboratory relevant, to this research are: (a)

expert programs for various domains (e.g. mathematical theorem proving. -

calculus, electronics, decision making); (b) natural language systems for both

generation and comprehension; (c) advanced problem solving languages (e.g. Lisp,

Planner, Conniver, Scheme); and (d) a powerful timesh(ii system with editing,

and debugging capabilities that facilitates the rapid development of prototype.

programs.

5.2 The MIT Division for Study and Research in Education

MIT is concerned with the application of technology to education aid, as a

demonstratice of that interest, has created the Division for Study end Research

in Educatioi. Psychologists and professional educators are on the staff of the

division enc. will supply useful criticism of the experiments planned here.

5.3 Technology Transfer and Lisp Machines

The MIT AI Laboratory has developed a stand-alone computer that can

provide at a reasonable cost the kind of computer power needed fcir 'these

experiments and prototypes [Greenblatt 1974]. It makes the reaearch feasible

now, and serves as a vehicle for the practical dissemination of such coaching

programs in the schools of the 1960s.
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3.4 Tb. Logo Pro;Ct

The Logo Project, a research group in the KIT AI Lab, is concerned with

the development of improved educational environments based' on the use of advanced\

computer technology and on new insights into learning that arise from

computational models of intelligence [Pepin 1973]. In the Lobo leboratory,

children are exposed to computers and computational concepts as a way of

understanding and improving their own efforts to learn and to solve problems. By

programming the computer to draw pictures, to play music, to simulate physical or

biological processes, and to accomplish other substantive projects, students are

introduced to important ideas in an active and concrete way.

The research proposed here benefits from the experience of the Logo Project,

but repreSents a- significant nee0fine of research in several ways:

Theory: Computer Coaching research requires the construction of forme'

theories of problem solving and of teething; since these theories most serve as

the basis of i.plemented modules in the Coach. The Logo group is primarily

interested in the development of inferno! theories of problem solving,

sufficient to. guide a human teacher but not precise enough to serve as the

basis of a tutorial program. -1

Experiments: The-Computer Coach allows tightly controlled experiments using

the coaching system as a computational laboratory in which the modelling and

tutorial components an be systematically varied. This is a new kind of

experimental paradigm, not previously undertaken at Logo.

Tools: The Logo project has focussed its attention on the-development of

computer languages and physical levices. -This proposal is concerned instead

with the incorporation .of a tutoring component in the computer:1Computer

coaching adds a new kind of tool to the Logo environment: a cognitive advisor

for the studeht.

*J
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An important caveat should be mentioned here. A major virtue of the Logo

Project is that it provides environments where the student has enormous freedom.

This is achieved by providing the child with a general purpdse computer language

and powerful peripherals. Traditional CAI, on the other hand, has often meant

highly restricted environments for the students: only stereotyped replies were

allowed or understood. We believe the computer game environment will provide

sufficient freedom and opportunity for action that the player will not be

unreasonably restricted, while the availability of a computer coach can be used

tb provide advice about underlying intellectual Skills that the player can

profitably use both in the game. and in general. But we must be cautious not tq

fall into the Aral) of achieving artificial success by reducing the student's

options to an intellectually uninteresting set. We can avoid this trap by

al-flowing the computer game/coach environment to naturally grow into the full

computer programming environment of Logo. This can be accomplished by allowing

student to design his own computer games (for which there would be no'

computer coaches) after having mastered the intellectual skills of those game;

for which tutors exist.

$

f'
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6. Critique

A number of potential objections to this research
:
ilo,' occurred to the

reader. In this chapter, we reply to the more common reactions. .

The project is too emktttons. Iutke pest, some proponents of CAI km

oversreted the cotenant of computers for education. Is this propoial a similar

overstatement?

CAI of the sixties attempted ambitious projects with limited hardware and

software technology. Giyen the constraints on machine time and memory existing

then, a project of Ihe.kind outlined here would have been impossible. But

hardware is no longer a serious limiting factor: its costs are dropping

drastically. A computational theory of tutoring, of modelling, of simplification

does not yet exist. But there has been sufficient success in AI, in informotion

processing psychology and in computational linguistics to make this research

f s.1/1ible.' We believe two yeas will be sufficient to demonstrate the promise of

this line of development.

There is another difference with traditional CAI. The coaching paradigm

emphasises that the learner as player is in control. It is not our intention to

use the computer to return to a rigid format of 'programmed instruction'.

Finally, this research addresses fundamental questions of education. It

provides a testbed for alternative theories of simplification, of explanation, of

student modelling and human-oriented expertise. Traitional MI did not focus on

Am
these fundamental issues.

Skills acatred net -transfer!

It is true that simply playing a game does not guarantee the acquisition of

transferable skills. Indeed, repetitive play does not even guarantee perfect

mastery of the game itself. It is for this reason that we believe ComOUter

A -
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Coaches have an important role to play. Their responsibility wilUbe to

gradually introduce the student to important concepts he-Itas not disegvered for

-himself.

Of course, not every game is a suitable arena for learning'_ general

intellectual skills. But we believe it is possible to design such games. -

Furthermore, by having families of game; and a.single.Coach, the Coach itself

.coutd' emphasite to the Student the underlyin regularities. ,

The danger that a fact learned in one context may not be applied in another

ls always present. We do not argue for Computer Coaches as the,sole educational

instrument. But appfopriate games can supplement traditional.presatation of

mathematical or scientific material when supplemented by offictive coachint

We plan careful expvimentation regarding this transfer issue. If,DtwO was

right that people learn by doing, we can expect positive result:71

AY

Artificial intelligence research has not matured sofftetttntly' to produce the

level of performance demanded by this applicetioge

14.

Al programs can already play games well, and perform expertly in certain

arenas. The computer games discussed here are not more complex, What is more

complex is communicating this expertise to student /player. The bulk of this

proposal addresses this iSsue by means of modelling, simpliTication rules,

linguistic devices for concise discourse,. and multiple explanation strategies.
rT,

Whether these prove sufficient requires evaluation. But we ,feel this research

lies on the critical path to taking educational advantage of the on doing

explosion of computer tethnology into our'culture.

Cl S
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COMPhtitiOh4Okill. AS highly mgOvetin an exciting. Traditionally only
,10" i

"physical" %coons are taught in this way, with the more 'serious" Intel ctn.'

41\diiciplines' relegated to the classroom. Technology is makinepoSsible a new kind
.

.
,ii.

.--
Of sport: that of thecoNputir-based intellectual game., Hence, the poiibility

exists for teachinirthe intellectual skills these. games involve by means of the

AP'athletics' model. ,

/

Computer games drill be.widespread within five years. The same experience-we
I 0

41

have seen with calculators with costs c:opping to an insignificant level s about
A r .0,..

to recur for these TV games.' Citizens of all ages will. be playing and enjoying

t

7. Conclusions

le

Ira Goldstein
. -

. .

For many.- the "athletics'' molel, of learning -- games 1phms, coaches.

the spert.thty prOvide. Since these skills often involve:basic mathematical' and

itientihc knelledge, the plaiir is acquiring an impokait !Lint of education in

learning to play the game.

This essay has proposed a research program to investigate .the design of

computer Coaches' to facilitate the acquisition of intellectual skills exercised 74

in these games. :Ipso coaches are far lore complex programs than the gam &

themselves', writ will take'longer before every citizen can have his awn-coach
4

HoWever, it would be reasonable for sehoals to provide such ccaclesi be they

arksufflcitetly inexpensive for the home market. indeed, such coaches might be

an exciting drawing card for many 'students who a otherwise mturned'offA by

sch41. We would expect coaches to be affordible for schools...by-the early'19804

and for the home by the,mid 1980'4.

This research also has an important theoretical value. The design of a

computer coach raises many questions centrilAa psychology, to linguistics, to

"education and to artifical=, intelligence. By Prividing a common research focus,
-3

this project offers the possibility oF a dynamic synergism between these fields.
11140 sk

.
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Ulpmately, it is our belief that applying the cosputational paradigm, as it has

'been developed 'ia Al, linguistics and psychology, to education will contribute to

a more Powerful sciatic, of learning sand of teaching.

10.

VI

4
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